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7
DON'T FORGET
YOU LUCKY FELLOWS—
I

Bee Gee News

Sugar rationing by school teachers, scrambling of clocks, announcing of a plan to create a 2million man air force, and the gagging of officials in high places
marked the news in the nation
last week as the United States,
stimulated by military reverses
and firey oratory, began to realise the magnitude of the war undertaking.
The reversei registered against
the United Nation's cause came
primarily in the far eastern
theatre, where the numerically
■ uperior Japanese forces contin
■ed to make progress in then
drive to dominate the south Pacific. Landings already have been
effected on Singapore island despite terrific resistance by British
empire troops. The Japanese teetics called for a frontal infantry
attack, preceded by a heavy artillery barrage from batteries
planted on the Johore mainland.
The question of whether the British troops would bo able to throw
the Japs back into the sea hinged
on the true strength of the island
fortress, long believed to be invisible.
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"Door" Cast

NO. 19

[Today This-Tomorrow, Oh You Kid! High School

New Calendar
Made Up For
Speechmakers

Musicians To
Play Concert

For March
Production
Echelberger Heads Cast
Of Four Women,
Eight Men

Intrumentaliit. From
18 Counties Here
Saturday

Joan Echelberger, a junior
from Ashland, will have the
leading role of Victoria Van
Bret in the Bowling Green
State" University Players^
production of "Double Door"
to be presented here March
11, 12 and 13.
Four freshmen, four sophomores, two juniors, and two seniors are in the cast. In addition
to Miss Echelberger, they include:
Georgia Anderson, a freshman

A symphonic band of 133
pieces and an orchestra of 105
pieces will be presented as the
features of the Northwestern
Ohio High School Band and
Orchestra Festival starting at
7:30 p. m. Saturday in the
Auditorium.

Palmer Books Spring
Tour For B.G.S.U.
Students
February, March, and
April will be busy months for
the debate squad, according
to Prof. Upton Palmer.
On February 25, the squad
will be host to Wheaton College of Wheaton, III., and participate in a mixed debate.
This will be the first debate on

The two guest conductors will
be Prof. William D. Revelli, direcF. KARL GROSSMAN
the new question: Resolved: That
tor of bands at the University of
the democracries should form a
Michigan, and Prof. F. Karl Grossfederation to establish and mainman, head of the music department
tain the eight Churchill-Roosevelt
at Cleveland College of Western
from Dayton; Ed Lautner, a sophpoints.
Reserve University.
omore from Norwalk; Joan NorRevelli has attained nation-wide
On Feb. 27 and 28, the squad
>■ worthy, a junior from Elyria;
recognition for the wonders he
will attend one of the biggest
Marshall Folts, a sophomore from
achieved
with
the
Hobart
High
tournaments
in the United States
Keuka Park, N. Y.; Eulalah MoellSchool Band.
Within the short
at Huntington and Manchester
man, a sophomore from Fremont; By JACK W11.HEIM, NEWS STAFF ARTIST
space of four years, Revelli organColleges in Indiana.
Cecelia Rohrs, a sophomore from
ized the band and had it entered Professor's Original Work
The Ohio Intercollegiate TourHicksville; Gene Dean, a freshWill Be Played In
in the National Contest. He dinament for Men will be held in
man from Brooklyn, N. Y.; Waldo
rected the Hobart Band to first
P.A. Auditorium
Columbus on March 6 and 7. Last
Egbert, a senior from Pembcrplace in the National Contest for
year Bowling Green had the only
ville; Don Mason, a senior from
five
years.
Revelli,
who
is
conundefer.ted teams in the A and B
Bowling Green; Ralph Thomas, a
A
sonata,
composed
by
Dr.
sidered
an
outstanding
authority
divisions of this tournament. Vinfreshman from Newark, and HarJames
Paul
Kennedy
of
the
on
bands,
has
acted
as
conductor
cent Immel and John Bronson
ry Younger, a freshman from
of
Bowling
at
many
clinics
and
conferences,
music
faculty
represented BGSU in the A diviIn Luton, MacArthur's troops Fremont.
Sugar rationing will bother con- has written a band and orchestra Green State "University, will sion and Marvin Pierce and ClarThe characters and the studei ts
continued to fight on against
method,
tnd
has
lately
served
as
sumers
only
if
less
than
one
pound
be
played
by
Dr.
Kennedy
ence
Homan took top honors in
growing odds. Huge new Japan- who are playing them arc: Avery,
a week is permitted each person, editor of the Band and Orchestra and Paul Bishop, a senior, the B division.
ese forces have been landed, and Georgia Anderson; Tclson, Ed
student survey revealed here department of the Etude, music during their sonata recital,
Other debate meets in March
a new drive has been opened to Lautner; Louise, Joan Norawortoday.
magazine.
which will be open to the public include the Great Lakes tournadrive the American forces out of thy; William, Marshall Folts;
Professor
Grossman,
whose
muAfter visiting homes scattered
in the Auditorium of the Practi- ment at Baldwin-Wallace College
the Baton region.
Washington Anne Darrow, Eulalah Moellman;
sical training started back in 1908,
experts stated that should the Caroline Van Bret, Cecelia Rohrs; Several Former Students throughout Bowling Green, New- has been music director at Cleve- cal Arts Building at 8:30 tonight. on the 13 and 14, and the Northton C. Rochte, a senior, found that
Dr. Kennedy will play the piano western Ohio Tournament held at
present lines become untenable, Victoria Van Bret, Joan Echelberthe average family—3.82 persons land College since 1930. He has and Bishop the violin.
Now In Active
Bowling Green. This tournament
a withdrawal would probably ef- ber; Mr. Chase, Gene Dean; Morbeen
conductor
of
the
orchestra
at
consumes
3.69
pounds
of
sugar
a
Service
The original composition, "So- has been held here for the last
fected to the island fortress of timer Neff. Waldo Egbert; Rip
the
university
since
1933.
In
1938
week.
nata in A Minor, Op. 18," in- three years.
Corigidor, that guards Manila Van Bret, Don Mason; Dr. John
All but one of the 55 families he was asked to conduct the CleveThe last group of student* deOn April 4, the squad will parBay. The enemy has continued Sully, Ralph Thomas, and Lamland Philharmonic Orchestra and cludes allegro con fuoco, andante
he
checked
reported
using
sugar.
bert,
Harry
Younker.
siring to take part in the CPT
to shell the fort from hidden land
he has been director of this group moderator, andantino (intermez20;ticipate in the national Pi Kappa
Only
22
indicated
a
brand.
Seven
Prof.
Elden
T.
Smith,
director
program were sent to Toledo
for G string), and allegro puii Delta Tournament in debate, orabatteries in an effort to silence
others simply distinguished be- since.
its guns and gain access to the of the University Theatre, an- Thursday to be examined, Maj. J. tween cane and beet.
The musicians will come from vivace. It is dedicated to Rachel tory and extemporaneous speaknounces that positions are open K. Raney, instructor for the
The tournament this year
Dennisse Kennedy, a daughter ing.
bay as a naval base.
Meat, milk and eggs are the 69 high schools in the district, acon the technical staff for any course, announced last week. A
will be held in Minneapolis.
one-two-three items that wreck cording to Earl h. Smith of the born two weeks before Dr. KenIn Russia the Rods continue to student in the University.
sufficient number of boys have
nedy
completed
the
work
in
Iowa
Milady's food budget, Rochte music faculty at Bowling Green
report groat successes on all
passed the test to assure Bowling
State University, who has charge City, la., in September, 1940.
learned.
fronts.
However. the German
Green ita quota and. all required
1
The composer, who has written
of local arrangements.
Eliminating
article's
used
by
lets
propaganda bureau has issued for
data has been turned in to the than half the families, he broke
The groups are scheduled to re- 16 other musical numbers, includpublication throughout the counproper authorities and will be down a $1 food expenditure into hearse from 9:30 until 11 a. m. ing a symphony, has been on the
try a map showing the Germanchecked by three CAA officials, these figures for the average fam- and from 1:30 until 4 p. m. Con- Bowling Green faculty since 1936.
Russian line as of Feb. 8, as the
who will come to Bowling Green, ily of 3.62 persons: meat, 36.4 ductors, visiting instructors, and He has degrees from William;
, .,
....
_
Pern, College, Northwestern Uni-L,A tentat.ve schedule for assemwinter-line. This move is believRegistrar John W. Bunn wa he said.
cents; milk, 15.8 cents; eggs, 10.9 the participating students will
ed by experts to be an optimistic interviewed on the present educaNames of those accepted, and cents; butter! 9.6 cents; bread, 9 then have dinner at Kohl Hall.
versity, and the University of «&
will ^STL5?
start with STZLZLOS
the Commoners'
announcement of hoped-for-re- tional speed-up over radio station also the date of the start of the cents; potatoes, 6.4 cents; sugar,
Students will be admitted upon Iowa.
fraternity
contest program next
sults of defensive counter measur- WFIN at Findlay at 4:15 p. m.!course will probably be announced 4.6 cents; coffee, 4.1 cents; peas, presentation of their activity cards
Bishop, whose home is in To- Wednesday, according to Prof.
es now being undertaken. Many Tuesday.
|next week, Major Raney added.
while adults must pay 25 cents.
ledo, plays Viola in the Toledo John Schwarz.
2.3 cents, and flour, 2.1 cents.
new divisions have been thrown
Other programs this week on'
Word has been received from
Symphony Orchestra and first
The programs as set up for
into the battle to stop the for- the daily University broadcast several former students who took
violin in the University String
temporary consideration are:
ward surge of tha Reds. It will
the local course in past years, MaQuartet. He also is a member >f
Feb. 18, Commoners' fraternbe necessary to stop the Russians
Wednesday—Music commentary jor Raney concluded. Charles
the University Orchestra and ity (and one other organization
at this point if the Germans ex- with Georgia Anderson as director Silver is training at Pcnsacola,
Mixed Chorus. In 1935 he won to be announced.
poet to have suitable basis from and Gene Dean as announcer and Fla.; Jim Hunter is in the Royal
in the Great Lakes District the
Feb. 26, Men's Glee Club and
which to start their spring offen- commentator.
violin contest sponsored by the
Canadian Air Force; and Dwight
Thursday—Dramatic production, Van Atta is an instructor of flysive. On the other hand, the RusNational Federation of Women's YMCA.
March 4 (To be assigned).
We have borrowed an anony- Clubs.
sians have just about two more "Story Behind Gettysburg Ad- ing at a training center in ManiMarch 11 (To be assigned).
Thanks to a bit of romanticism mous little bit to further prove
months of cold weather in which dress," with Joan Echelberger as toba, Canada.
March 18, -Delhi fraternity
director and Carl Bartch as anleft in this cold, realistic world, our point:
to drive the enemy back.
One Of Two Automatic (one other to be assigned).
. we have remaining one quaint,
nouncer.
When he holds you in his ar
March 25, John Jacob Niles,
German provoked "instances"
Friday—Violin solos by Paul JOe ClagUe Ejected sweet tradition.
It's called GoWhispering, sighing.
Filing Systems Used Here singer cf Folk Songs.
brought new interest to the Medi- Bishop, senior from Toledo, ac- re"j
>-,
., ing Steady. For those few cynAnd he swears his love is
c
April 1 (To be assigned).
terranean area. Rumors have been companied by Dr. James Paul I O dtUO.ent (JOUnCll' '«» who do not recognize the
Infinite, undying.
April 8 (To be assigned).
Bowling Green State University
revived that Hitler is embroiling Kennedy, with Carl Lewis as anphrase, we shall attempt a defiLady, make a note of this,
May 21, May Day.
is putting into service one of the
Spain in the war so that he can nouncer.
nition.
Gding
Steady
can
be
listOne of you is lying!
Joe Clague was elected to the
two "automatic selection" systems
The organizations listed and to
use Franco's bases for a drive on
Monday—Drama under the died
under
any
of
the
following:
being used by American univer- be added are those competing in
Gilbralter. Should he be able to rection of Pat Schweitzer with Student Council February 4 by
the General Committee to fill the
1. Forsaking all others. There
the Student Council program consities to index alumni.
take this stronghold he would cut Carl Bartsch as the announcer.
vacancy left by the resignation of is little to be said for this type—
The plan is similar to that used test. The best program will be
the British life line to the near
Kermit Hartzler, who was called it is the lush, hand-holding, ogling
at the University of Michigan, ac- awarded the Council plaque, which
east as well as gain bases on the
for army service.
thing that comes with spring and
cording to Dr. Homer B. Williams, has been won two consecutive
west coast of Africa from which Purdy Organizes New
Joe
is
from
Bowling
Green
and
a young man's fancy.
president emeritus and director of years by the Commoners' fraternhe could send raiding parties Evening Extension Work
is a junior in the College of Busiagainst south Atlantic shipping.
The personnel of the 60-piece alumni relations, who has worked ity.
2. The threesome setup, that is,
ness Administration. He is a memJohn Jacob Niles, singer of folk
boy takes on two dolls simultane- University concert band has been out the Bowling Green system
Evening courses for merchants ber of the Commoners' fraternity,
Berlin admitted that Rommel's
ously, giving one his fraternity pin drawn up and practice has started, since he started a study of selec- songs, appearing March 25, is a
advances in Libya had been some- are being organized in various Book and Motor, and Phi Alpha and other his solemn pledge. (Need- it was announced by Earle E. tive systems in 1938.
member of the artist series.
what Blowed down by British at- Northwestern Ohio cities by Miss Chi, the honorary accounting fra- less to say, the pledged gal is the Smith, director.
tacks on his long supply lines. Margaret Purdy, in charge of dis- ternity. He was officially taken bagholder.) The "infernal" triThis group this year is planning
However, authorities believe that tributive education at Bowling into office Monday evening at the angle can be worked by both sexto go on tour of towns in this state.
Council meeting in the "Nest."
the German-Italian forces will be Green State University.
es, if diplomatic enough.
This trip will probably materialize
Miss Purdy, who is a teacher
able to drive the British back in3. The strictly campus two- during the last part of March.
to Egypt if they are not reinforced trainer and district supervisor of YMCA Will Hold Annual
The officers of the organization
some, which allows fur off-campus
distributive education, and Mrs.
in the near future.
are: Jack Spencer, president, GayParty Thursday material.
Mary Powers, coordinator of the Splash
lord Groff, vice-president, and Joprogram at Bowling Green High
4. Last and probably least in- seph Dziekan, secretary.
Other
There are spirits that will live pearance of a sick dog; do you
The annual YMCA splash party
Dramatic students will present School, are presenting a "Selling
teresting
is
the
platonic
twosome
members are: Alfred Adelnran, forever—you know, the spirit of smoke cigarettes without enjoywill
be
held
tomorrow
evening
at
two one-act plays February 24 at Today" course to 24 Fremont
the natatorium, according to Dick that usually arises among the in- Tedca Arnold, Jack Baxter, Her- Banquo's ghost, the spirit of ing them; do you get up at 7:30
merchants.
the farm institute at Republic
Jaynes, vice-president of the YM. tellectuals. This relationship usu- bert Bell, Neva Berlekamp, Phyllis Christmas, the spirit of alcohol, (even on the non-eight o'clock
The swimming will begin at 6 ally springs from a mutual inter- Hermit. Dorothy Boozer, Ellen Can- and the spirit of St. Valentine. days) just to meet her in the
Douglas We all remember St. Valentine as well" at ten minutes of eight;
p. m. and the eating session will est of the two subjects, in fungi, field, Steve Chromik,
the little fellow with the loving have you finally learned to dance
begin at 7 in the lower hall of the or white rats, or some other ab- Dauterman, Joseph Dziekan.
Charles Emerson, Virginia Fled- character who sent out pigeons, just because she likes to jitterMen's Gymnasium. Following the straction.
ACP*S "PARADE OF OPINION"—"Careers are all right in their meal a get-acquainted hour will Going steady is quite a com- derjohn, Roger Gilford, James tender greeting, and all that stuff bug? Yes? Then, brother, you're
place, they say, but that place is immediately after graduation.'' take place.
plicated affair, but involves such Gray, Gaylord Grolf, Ethel Grover, from a prison cell. Naturally the in love!
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS''—"Which is better, to Miss Laura Heston, of the home loyalty and fidelity that it is real- Robert Bunn, Charles Hamman, next thought that hits us is FebAfter the first realization gradstudy like mad and get an "A" or loaf and get a "C"?
economics department, will ad- ly quite touching. For example, Betty Hedberg, Virginia Henry, ruary 14, two dozen red roses,
ually creeps up on you—(similar
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"Of the four branches of the dress the YM February 26 at 7 p. the steady girl is called to the Jack Holt, Dale Huffman, Norman five-pound boxes of chocolates, to that action of hitting your head
nation's armed forces, the Air Corps is undoubtedly the most m. in the Recreation Hall. The telephone. The following conver- Huffman, Sarah Given Jones, and that grand old four-letter against a stone wall) then you
Rosaline Kelley, Ruth Kimmel, Don word, love.
topic of her address will be "Styles sation ensues: "Hello, Georg>
romantic."
start spending money like mad,
in Men's Clothes." In her discus- oh, I'm so sorry, but, you see, Kinnaman, Eugene K 1 a m m e r,
Love is the stuff that makes you wear suits to classes, educaDAVE IROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"If each kiss knocks sion she will point out new and
Doryl Knepper, Jack Kocker.
Jim
and
I—(here
she
goes
off
five minutes off a man's life then I'm willing to give up a couple different trends in fashion, color into a gale of shy giggles which Jack Lawrence, Harold Loach, the world go 'round—you readily tion seems secondary (although
of days right now."
combinations and choice of mate- means that she and Jim have Walt McConnell, Edw. Myers, Nor- see why the world is in such a this opinion is quite prevalent on
mess today—too much love. But the campus, even with those lucky
rials.
found each other.) Oh, say, ms Jean Myers, Dean Morgan, Joe it's great stuff, as most of us people who have not yet fallen in
Nordmann,
John
Padden,
Jeanne
George, did you say the Christknow. There may be a few of love) and y©0 think that she is
Northwestern district band festival here this Saturday. "War Time" Makes Two mas dance? Oh, well that's dif- Powell, Don Richard, Rex Ridge, you poor, befuddled individuals, an angel come to save you for
Merrit
Searfoss,
Janet
Sedgwick,
Dr. James Pqul Kennedy and Paul Bishop present sonata
ferent—that's after football seawho can't figure out whether that your salvation. The one and only
Hour Difference Here
son. (Jim plays halfback and is Jane Shaw, Paul Shuler, Floyd blonde you have been dating is act that will finally jolt your store
recital.
Smith, Jack Spencer, Ann Sprague,
none
too
light
on
the
pedal
exCast for "Double Door" is selected.
"War time" put Ohio clocks alBerneda Sprague, Helen Strobel, The One or not. With the ingeni- teeth and bring you out of those
Debate calendar is released.
Harry Stout, Betty Toy, Paul ous help of several of our more rosy clouds is when the blonde
most two hours ahead of sun time, tremities.) Yes, I'd love to."
Ohio University swims here Friday.
Edwin L. Moseley, professor emeriYes, Going Steady is a compli- Trauch, Richard Watkins, Miriam prominent steadies, we have de- starts going steady with the capLandismen face Otterbeln at Westerville Saturday.
tus of biology and author of books cated setup—just ask Jim the Willets, Gertrude Zimmer, Maurice vised a little test for you to take. I tain of the swimming team, or
Have your eyes acquired the ap-' any athlete, for that matter.
Five Sister Sweetheart Swing planned for Saturday.
Zahn, and Frank Zurlo.
on popular astronomy, asserted. night of the Christmas dance.

Kennedy, Bishop
Present Combined
Sonata Tonight

Student Survey Breaks Up
Expenditure Of Food Dollar
BGSU Assured
Student Quota
For CPT Course

Schwarz Releases
Assembly Schedule

Radio Program Is
Made Up For Week

Going Steady? Are You Type
One, Two, Three Or Four?

Personnel Named
For Concert Band

St Valentine Was A Piker
But He Started Something

What They Are Saying...

In Today's News...

BEE GEE NEWS
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BEE GEE NEWS

—

Published Every Wednesday of Collet* Year"
By The Student* of Bowling Green
State University

Mourning
Male

3TAFF

By DAVE KROFT

—
TO

Staff Meet. Every Wednesday at 7 p. m.
Office In Administration Building. Phone 2831 I think that I shall never aee,

A girl refuse a meal that's free,
Richard Dunipace A girl whose hungry eye* aren't
Editor-in-Chief
Phone 2462
fixed,
416 Wait Wooater St
Upon a drink that's being mixed.
Max
Hnnke
Busineas Manager
'
A girl who doesn't ever wear,
Kohl Hall—Phone 8121
A lot of junk to match her hair,
Hugh Nott Girls like this are loved by me
Managing- Editor..
'Cause who in heck would neck a
Associate Editor* Dave Kroft, Bob Scalock
tree!

Sport* Editor
Society Editor
Columnurt* _
Artist*
Newa Reporter!—
Frank Aleiander
Marianne Bell
Hob Hrrardl
Waller Bula
Irene Caae
Maryronne Clark
Ruth Harding

Max lhrlr
Ann Koch
Buelah Knag**
Advertising Manager
Ad Solicitor*—

Campus Camera

nP*^

BOARW

wAMTIOeE A JTAft?

w

TAKE LAW.'

THESE FORMER LAW STUDENTS
NOW APPEAR BEFORE THE COURT
• • •

OF PUBLIC OPINION

' ' ■

Don Cunningham
c >
Martha Walrath
"Now," a a 1 d the
-Jo True, Betty Toy
Jack Wilhelra ■rofeaaor cheerfully, "pleaaa paaa

l.ola

M.vll.lcl

Grace I'li-i-iiinnn
KnMe Rochli'
liorttthy Ann Hallatmry
Al Hautter
Pal Srhwi'llwr
KotM-rl HiHH-k
Imiif" Htllllvim
Mil" Jean Tlial.-licr

Clayton Stirzaker

Janet Ilnlltnejer
Mil i' * "tun- Clark
Ann Koeh
Mary Lou Delall-r
Marilyn Traier
Betly Uoodenaugb
Eugene Skora
Circulation Manager
Assistant*
Al Harmon, Dale McOmbcr
Pauline
Aeachliman
Secretary

Advice For Freshmen
Concerning Rush Week

all your teat papera to thia aid« of
the room and kindly inaert a carbon under each ao 1 can correct
all the mlatakea at oace."

«>

Thanks" to my dinner partner,
Vaughn Errett, for this "joke?" ..
Prof: "Did you write this unaided?"
College Man: "Yes, sir, I did—
every line of it."
Prof: "Then I am very glad to
meet you, Lord Tennyson; I
thought you had died years ago."
« a
She: "Scientiats aay
that every time a boy kiaaaa a girl
it l«kr» five minutea off hia life."
Hei "Let'i knock off a couple
of day*."
f >

Quotation of the weak . . . "It's
The 18 weeks of the first semester not the work I enjoy," said the
have for the greater part removed the taxi-cab driver. "It's the people
greenish hues from the character of I run into."

the first-year men. Today,-most of the
remaining freshmen have become adjusted to the complexities that are college life.
Through the efforts of various advisory groups, or directly from the administration's orientation program
freshmen have been given valuable instructions concerning study habits, social procedure, and in general, aid in
formulating their college personalities.
However, to date there1 has been no
formal instructions given concerning
the solution of one of the biggest problems that face a college freshman,
namely, the Fraternity Question.
So with the knowledge that some
fraternity men will be sure to complain that we're "off the beam," we
submit the following controversial issues of fraternity pledging in an effort
to guide the members of the class of
1945 through the smoke screen of rush
week so that those that are eligible for
pledgeship may view the situation in a
normal light instead of that of the
glare of pressure rushing.
It is generally recognized that most
of the fraternities have a character of
their own and a man can be totally out
of place in one while he would be perfectly at home in the other. For a
freshman to become associated with a
group of different character can not
only injure the fraternity but can cast
into jeopardy the whole social wellbeing of the freshman. Surely, in 18
weeks the freshman has gotten acquainted with a representative group of men
from various fraternities. Note the
word representative, as judgment of a
group should not be made on the
strength of the character of one or two
of its members, may such a representation be good or bad. These impressions, along with the observations noted
as to what the fraternity as a whole
has done stands for on the campus,
should be a worthwhile measuring
stick for evaluating the fraternities.
The financial question is one of great
importance. A complete understanding of the fraternity's financial program and the prospects of added contingencies should be had. A consultation with the president, treasurer or
some other responsible member of the
group should reveal the statistics on
the matter. Avoid the possibility of
having.the smooth salve of rush week
"brotherhood talk" turn into red ink
on your college cash book.
Other points that come up during
rushing concern: Nationalization, Family Ties, and Reputation.
Nationalization ... Although this
writer is definitely for nationalization
and would be glad to expand at length
on the advantages of this step, it is to
be remembered that 99 per cent of your
contacts will be with members of the
local chapter. So, although this argument is held out as a pledging point,
authorities will admit no matter how
strong such and such a fraternity is
elsewhere, the primary concern is the
type of men in the local organization.
Family Ties ... It is nice to belong
to the same group that your brother or
other kinfolk belonged to, but remember, what was best for them will not
of necessity be best for you. Time
changes all things. Bear this in mind.
Reputation . . . Our advice is to seek
the word of a trusted advisor. The
fraternity man is going to, intentionally or otherwise, cast a shadowed
light on his own as well as the other
groups.
In conclusion, keep in mind that no
other one thing can mean more in
making a freshman feel at home on
the campus, in helping him ov«r the
rough spots and in encouraging him to
make the most of his four years than
the right f nternity.—RD.

c >

WORLD/ LARGEST

sowouHoure

HOAGY
CARMCHAEL
LAVELL- DON
ThOMAS AMECHE
©AC P.

KENT

One At A Time
By JO TRUE
Here comes another Young Eligible who's soon to leave us for
The Cause. It's Johnny Keown,
star boarder at the Skol House
who will leave not more than two
weeks kjence.
Johnny has been a mighty busy
little man in his four years on the
Bowling Green
campus. His first
two

years

were

devoted to football, and the last
two he's a o r t a
spread around
here and there.
, ,
Among
other
Johnny
Keown
thing*, he sings
baritone in the Glee Club, waa
vice president of the Five Brother
fraternity in hi* junior year, doe*
the announcing for football and
basketball games anil for the student program over WSPD, WTOL,
and WFIN. He'* also a member
of the Masque and Mantel organisation and Speaker*' Bureau.
During vacation Johnny instructs at summer camps. Last
summer he spent at Camp Miakonda. He has the rank of assistant scoutmaster.
Also he is a
graduate of the Boy Scout regional aquatic school at Sylvania,
which is one of the four of it
kind in the United SUte*. The
purpose of thia training is to
qualify the students a* instructors
in boating, canoeing, rescue methods, and swimming. Having taken the course John now ha* hi*
Red Croaa Examiner's rating.
In connection with the Speakers'
Bureau, John i* occasionally asked
to apeak at high school assemblies
The latest topic of discussion was
"What's Right About Dating" addressed to 260 gals—age* 12 to 17.
Of course the little girlies were
quite impressed, having a college
man in their midst, and no less
than eight aaked for his autograph. John said he felt like a
buddin' young celebrity by the
time he got away.
Although he is a physical education major, Johnnie does not
plan on coaching as a career. He
states he is much more interested
in speech work and intend* to finish in thi* field some day in order
to go into radio work.
Concerning his Alma Mater,
John had few comments or criticism* except that he thinks the
University is growing too large
for some of the petty rule* that
are enforced, especially among the
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Letters To The Editor...

Farmer: "My piga
are all aick and I don't know what
Why Insult Cato?
to do."
City Boy: "Why don't you To The Editor:
• moke them?"
Editor'a Note: Miaa Shreve ia
Farmer: "Smoke them?"
referring to Mr. Sealock'a column
City Boy: "Sure, ian't that the of February 4.
way you cure koga?"
This is some more grist for Mr.
c »
Sealock's editorial mill.

And from Helen Bircher. 'way
over in Louisville, Ohio (that's
where Gerry and Wendell live
too), we received this joke . . .
First College Man: "I can always tell ii ready lady by the way
she dresses, enn't you?"
•Second College Man: "Dunno, I
never watched one."
c *
Did you know Gene
(Tarpan) Thomaa waa inaulted
when he atapped before hia draft
board laat week? "One at a time,
pleaael" the deak man told him.

PrTTSBUbiHS OflKECRAL OF
LEARNING IS 42 STORIES HIGH.
CONTAINS 575 ROOMS, 67 LABS.
SI RESEARCH LABS.91CLASSRCOMIS.
8 LARGE LECTURE HALLS. 15 DEPT.
STUDIES. 5 THEATERS. 78 OFFICES,
SFtCCRSOFUBRAKY.AFNE ARTS

Why insult the name of Cato?
Cato was an example of the noble
Roman, anil, when the noble Romans died, the crooked politicians
and the e f f e c t e versemakcrs
crowded into the Forum and
hawked their respective wares.
Sometimes, the brothers of Cat©
would appear in the crowd; but
someone like I'. T. Locksealius
would shout down the Catos.
Some liked P. T. Locksealius because he could weep better than
the dying gladiators in the Circus,
and P. T. would point toward the
temple of Minerva and would
swear thut Minerva, being the
goddess of wisdom, wus blitzkrieging the "noble" role of such
hamilly beautiful poets as P. T.
Lockseuliua.
P. T. Locksealius wrote a column in the Rome Tribune and he
deplored the learning of such persons as the Catos, the second censors. It seems that the Catos had
criticized the fortune-teller who
had been giving advance information to P. T. Locksealius, and,
naturally, P. T. resented this criticism. Therefore, P. T. Locksealius wrote that the Catos, the second censors, were unsympathetic,
parroting, misanthropic, and lazy
bookbinders; and P. T. Locksealius also insinuated that the Catos
were merely tiresome repetitions
of such literary "nobodies" (ao
Locksealius said) as Cicero, Virgil, and Juvenal. P. T. Locksealius had proof for this accusation.
He remembered that one of the
Catos had delivered a speech at
the Roman Lions Club and had

Time Marches On!
Valentine's Day Is
Not What It Was
St Valentine'* Day. Ah, what
memories it recalls—Cupid's arrow on the loose, heart throbs,
cocoa and cupcake parties, and
all that sort of thing. But just
'twixt you and me, it i»n't quite
what it used to be.
Back in the little red schoolhouse, everyone gave everyone
else a valentine. Sentimental
stuff? Sure, but how we prized
each one of the whole stack that
came our wmy. We always drew
name*, and we all knew who had
whoae name, long before the day
arrived.
Then high school, and somehow, the other activities sort of
crowded out Valentine's Day. We
•till received a few from the faithful friend* who remembered the
grade school fun. However, Cupid'* arrow* didn't fly very thick
and fast during those four year*.
Well, here come* Valentine'*
Day in college.
What will it
bring? Probably a box of candy
or a card from the "one and
only," or if we are lucky, maybe
•ome flowers. Those valentine
verse* are still a gross exaggeration, but that extra special one
from Him or Her sounds pretty
nice. Of course, aomeone alwaya
remembers a comic valentine that
doesn't seem very comical to the
receiver.
But honeatly now, I'll bet you
almost forgot about St Valentine'* Day until just now, didn't
you? For the n'th time, may I
observe, "How time* do change I"

had the audacity to quote (to
prove this Catos' lack of originality) the dying word* of Romulus and Remus! All of the assemblage had applauded except
P. T. Locksealius, who had retired in the corner in order to
meditate upon the aesthetic
charms of the new group of monkeys brought from Africa for the
new Roman municipal zoo.
P. T. Locksealius had also said
that the Catos hud no value for
public opinion, and P. T. also
thought that the Catos were having their brains stretched in order to accommodute alleged mnsterminds. Of course, P. T. Locksealius might have had a point
because he gained his knowledge
of human nature from contacts in
the Roman Relaxing Rooms where
he drank many glasses of
water.
The Catos had thought
that the only way to enjoy the
world was to make literature an
integrated part of human experience. However, P. T. Locksen(Continued on page 4)

Announcements
For The Week
Educatora . . . Date of the meeting of Kappa Delta Pi, has been
advanced from Wednesday, Feb.
18 to Tuesday. Several students
will report on their off-campus
teaching experiences.
Graduate! ... All candidates
for graduation in June please fill
out application for graduation in
the registrar's office before Friday.
FlncWa Keepers, Nix . . . Lost
and found item* are at the University Bookstore.
later-fraternity . . . Inter-fraternity council meeting today at
4 p. m. Important. 202A
Padded Covera . . . Laat time to
get padded covers for 1942 Key
—today between 9 and 4 in the
"Well." Only 25 cent*.
Teacher* . . . All students in
the College of Education who expect to receive a teaching certificate at the end of the second »emester, pleaae atop in Registrar'*
office before Friday, to fill out a
form indicating type of certificate desired (such a* elementary,
high school, etc.). This also include* two and three-year students.
Home Makers . . . The Home
Economics Club will meet at 7 tonight in the P. A. auditorium.
Mr*. N. R. Harrington will apeak
on "How to Make Life Interesting." Nominations for officers
will be read.
lntramurala . . . There are several vacanciea for player* in the
intramural basketball leagues.
Anyone interested in playing on
an intramural team contact the
intramural office at once or see
one of the managers.
Players . . . All players in the
basketball league* are requested
to pay special attention to the
schedule* as several changea and
postponements have beqn made.
Pre-engineera . . . There will be
a meeting of all pre-engineers in
200A tonight at 7:30. Prof. D.
J. Crowley will apeak.
U. C. R. L. . . . Meeting tonight at 7:30 in the Falcon'* Nest
Radio Entkuaiaata . . . Radio
Code claas will be conducted tonight in 400S for interested parties. Last chance to enroll.
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parade of opinion
That familiar picture of a gloomy, bewildered college youth 1* heeded for the museum
wall, if results of a survey of co-ed opinion
at the University of Texas may be believed.
The poll, questioning a representative group
of 400 from dormitories, sorority house*, cooperatives, and campus offices employing student*, ahowed Texas coeds to be possessors of
definite opinions on everything from politics
to hair-ribbons.
Careers are all right in their places, they
aay, but that place is immediately after graduation. More than half of the women students want a job the first year out of college, but, looking 10 years ahead, they're
practically unanimous in voting for a home
and family. Incidentally, that family will
probably be one of from three to seven children. Statistics may show that the average
American couple has only one child, but Texas
girls choose three as the best number.
The draft is changing the plans of many
university students, but Texas girls aren't
opposed to it. They aren't especially enthusiastic, either, but they mark themselves up as
being resigned—recognizing the necessity for
military training. They want to do their part
in defense, too, but they'd prefer it in the
medical or nursing service and in home defense units.
But while they are conscious of national
problems, they aren't too preoccupied to take
account of clothes and appearance and inte-

I
rior decoration. They should down the popular notion that co-ed dormitory rooms are a
nightmare of party favor*, college pennant*.
and unmade bed*. The style in room decoration, the poll declares, is distinctly utilitarian.
Bureau drawer*, an impressive number say,
are organized on a system. There is, however, a shameless minority which admits living in a room that ia a "scramble."
Even in this modern age, "mother know*
be«t." At least 75 per cent of Texas girl*
declare that they discuss most of their problem*—dates, careers, love, religion—with their
mother*. But they want to bring the subject up; no "prying" allowed.
Believe it or not, if a choice were forced
upon them, they'd take a good mind over
good look*—two-to-one! But they're willing
to work on their looks—even if they do say
that the motive behind their campus clothes
is comfort, not a desire to impress anyone.
The average yearly clothes budget is about
$300. That takes care of those saddle oxfords, socks, skirts and sweater* for campus,
as well as something fancier for dates. In
the "glamour game," they'll take perfume,
tailored clothes, a startling coiffure, and a
good conversational "line."
Sixty-three per cent think the morals of
college student* are about as good as those
of young people at home. Fifty-three per
cent attend church occasionally, 36 per cent
regularly.

mere musings
This week the little fellow below me has
offered to change places with me. He feels
the urge to write something serious, so Who
would I be to doubt his ability? I do not believe that it is a desire to delve into the
pseudo-intellectual, but rather a desire to lot
people know that he isn't really like . . . this
. . . all . . . the . . . time . . !
Famous lust line*: . . . one hand of bridge
open . . . just told that
prof What I thought
of him ... go on, you
can beat the train . . .
just had one drink . . .
honest officer . . .
gotta a fag? . . . don't
like you , . . you stink.
PROBLEMS
CONFRONTING
STUDENTS
Which is better, to
study like mad and get
an "A" or loaf and get a "C"? . . . according
to Ima Worm ... it is better to "dig" for
your grades . . . Tess Termite *ay», studying is such a "bore" that I like it . . . here
we quote Archie Anthropod ... I just like
to "hop" over things ... in short, the students at BG think it is better to study.
Let us not judge on a few for this is bad
. . . oh, a stray thought .. . I read last night
that the Japanese have no Gallup poll ... no
wonder they developed so slowly . . . there's
nothing like a good Gallup to give the sense
of humor a boost ... but then we shouldn't
criticize a person who has thought up a good
clean racket.

Of the four branches of the n a t i o n ' a
armed forces, the Air
Corps is undoubtedly
the most romantic. If
you are accepted as a
flying cadet, you may eventually become one
of America'* Winged Hussars (title courtesy
of the Polish Society of America), you will
have your name in the papers followed by
flaming phrase*: "glorious young eagle . . .
clear-eyed cream of America's crop . . . flirting with death" . . . and Winston Churchill
might even repeat in your honor "Never before have so many owed so much to so few."
When you get your wings, you will have your
picture taken by a photographer from the
Public Relation* department It'll be a wonderful picture, too, white ailk scarf knotted
carelessly at your throat, a dreamy idealistic
look in your eye*, and the grim line* of determination playing around your mouth.
Then you'll be transferred to the even more
romantic atmosphere of active duty. You'll
be a flying officer. Of course, you may be
killed.
Next in line are the Marine*—the swaggering, devil-may-care Marine*. You can

SEALOCK

THOUGHTS WHILE DJ THE
FALCON'S NEST
Wonder what time it is . . . what am I
saying? ... I don't have any place to go . . .
the only thing wrong with college is the classes that we have to attend . . . what do you
think of that hairdo? ... do you like girl*
with bangs? ... no, I think they look awful
... I don't like to say anything but did you
know that pss*s-s-»-a ... I want a coke . . .
got a match? . . . ya wanna dance? . . . gotta
cigaret? . . . let's play battleship ... all right,
so Grant did win the Battle of the Argonne,
but I still say that if Jackson hadn't been
there we could have never annexed Texas.
Constant Cutter and Y. Goto Class were
arguing the other day . . , the gist of the
whole thing waa this: ... if you cut a class
should you have a guilty conscience? . . .
they were divided on thi* issue but both decided that if you were going to miss the only
logical thing to do was cut . . . are you sick?
. . . are you dying? . . . don't worry you still
have two alternatives . . . this is swell . . .
no punctuation to worry about . . . just three
dots and a space.
It's raining out . . . I'm thinking of you,
drip, drip, drip ... be it ever so humble
there's no place like home . . . especially with
the room caving in and no place to go except
down or out . . . does this make sense to you?
... if so, congratulations.
Best record at the Nest: "She Don't Wanna" . . . did you ever see a dream walking?
Scary isn't it? . . . besides that, it is most
irregular . . . who ever saw a dream walking?
. . . it'* silly . . . nonsensical . . . and further
I don't believe it and if you want to make
anything of it my father is bigger than your
father, so thyahhh.

nott much
Thi* week we offer you, with the utmost
apologies, our version of "Mere Musings," but
aa we would write it Conversely, Sealock is
presenting "Nott Much" a* he, God prevent,
would do it up. But I refuse to be malicious;
I won't waste thi* space maligning my lanky
cohort Instead, I will help all you ablebodied students make your decision upon one
of the most important .problems you may ever
face. I will attempt neither to advise or
coerce, but simply to
state facts which may
influence your final
decision. Are you going to enter service in
the Army, Navy, Marines, or Air Corp*?

By
ACP

By
HUGH
NOTT

wear a Marine'* uniform, too; you can be a
member of the slashing, dashing corps that
wrote "Belleau Wood" across the bloody pages
of the fir«t World War. They're awfully romantic, too, in a hard, daring sort of way—
dying with their boots on, front line trenches,
etc. Of course, you may be killed.
But don't overlook the Navy, America's
first line of defense. You may be able to
qualify for officer*' training, and wind up as
an ensign with a broad gold stripe on your
sleeve. Your uniform will be conservative,
but it will be backed with centuries of tradition made by the generation* of Annapoli*
men proud of their plain dignified uniform.
But you won't be an Annapoli* man, you'll be
a reserve officer. The enlisted men will
necessarily salute your commission, but you'll
know as they do it that they don't respect
you aa they do the academy-trained man.
However, you'll be a good officer. You may
become a* thoroughly Navy as your contemporaries from Annapoli*. You'll be assigned
to duty in the war tone, and be a brave, disciplined officer. Of course, you may be killed.
And then there's the Army. It offers the
opportunity for a Distinguished Service
Cross and the Purple Heart. It's easy to he
a hero in the Army, because even if you make
a mistake, the government ia awfully nice
about the whole thing, and decorates you
posthumously. Artillery, infantry, paratroops,
or mechanised cavalry—you have just as good
a chance for a citation as the next guy. After
the war, they'll make a lot of movies about
you and your buddies pouring your life and
youth into the smoke and mud of war that
America may live. What if you are a private, you can always wipe the blood off your
face, and swear at the damned generals.
There's a lot of satisfaction in knowing that
you're giving your all in the service of your
country. Your mother will be proud of you,
too, and have your picture on the mantle.
Of course, you may be killed.

THE NEW CHAMPS
The second annual all-campus Wrestling Tournament closed with the naming of eight new champions.
The tournament was instituted last year by the Varsity
Club but was taken over by the Intramural Department
this winter. Proceeds from the event will be used to
purchase trophies for new Kings.
The Champions according to their respective
weights are:

Dave Martin
Heavyweight

115-Pound

Jack Hackett
139-Pound

Bruce Bellard
166-Pound

John Bloom
128-Pound

Don Campbell

Al Harmon
121 -Pound

165-Pound

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner
By BETTY TOY
At tha last moling of tha
WAA, Hiss Margaret Purdy gave
an inspiring talk on "Dress and
Personality." Miss Purdy was
formerly with a large department
store in Detroit, at which she was
in the bureau of employment.
Her job was that of interviewing
prospective salesgirls. She stressed
the fact that the best asset for
girls looking for a position is
personality.

« »
High score* in the bowling
league this week are Carol Becher, 188; Marjorie Groe, 119, and
Ruth Lesser, 102.
c >
In the intramural basketball
tournament this week the High
Points defeated the Sharpshooters
54-16, the Baskettes over-powered
the Flashes 29-6, and the Red
Devils easily won their match
with the Sharpshooters 50-16.

« »>
The Swan Club demonstrated
synchronise swimming and rhythmetic patterns for the Women's
Club of Bowling Green, Wednesday evening.

KLOTZ'S
Flower Farm
Napoleon Rd.

Joe Kay
145-Pound

Don Marshall

Ph. 2533

Splashers Meet Bobcats In Natatorium;
Hardwooders Slated For Otterbein Lair

Event

With the naming of eight
new champions the second
annual all-campus wrestling
tournament closed Thursday
evening. About 30 men participated in the preliminaries
on Wednesday and the finals
the following nijjht in contest
for the medals to be awarded each
winner and runner-up.
The victors of the struggles include John Bloom, Jack Hackett,
Joe Kay, Don Campbell, Bruce
Rellard, Don Marshall, and Dave
Martin. Al Harmon was the only
entrant in the 121-pound class and
therefore was named champion
automatically.
Only two matches were won by
the opponent being pinned. Bl'KiDI
pinned Bill O'Shaughnessy in one
minute and 50 seconds of the second period to take the 128-p..und
class title. Bruce Bellard pii>ned
Bob Might in 27 seconds in the
second period to win in the 165pound class.
In the 136-pound
class, Hackett won over Dick Duasia by a score of 14 to 4. Joe Kay
outpointed Jim Wright 6-0 t> cop
the title in the 145-pound division
and Don Campbell defeated Karl
Stover 6-2 in 166-pound class.
The livliest contests of the finals were in the 175-pound and
heavyweight divisions. In the former class, Marshall outpointed
Dick Franks 6 to 0 in a rough and
tumble fracas. The heavyweight
match was equally thrilling with
Dave Martin defeating Bloker
9-1.
In the semi-finals Hackett dc.
feated David Hartwig; Duasia
won over Ray Kail; Wright defeated Dick Slusser, who had previously bested Dick Malone; Stover beat Ward Pollock, who had
won from Bud Baldwin; Campbell defeated Don McClain and
Paul Carlisle; Bellard downed Junior Bunn; Bob Bertsch was
downed by Might; Dick Lowry
lost to Marshall and Bloker won
over Otto Schoeppler. O'Shaughnessy and Bloom were the ony
entrants in the 128-pound class.

RANDALL'S
186 South Main St.

Phone 6471

Otterbein Girds Host To
Bee Gee Cage Aggregation

Falcon Men Hope To Break Jinx Of Friday 13th To
Win Sixth Meet Of Season; Initial Relations
In Swimming With Athens School

Falcons Seeking Fifth Conference Victory Saturday
At Westerville; Selbymen's Record
Three Wins And Seven Losses

Coach Budd Cox's swimming Falcons will entertain the
mermen of Ohio University in a dual meet here Friday evening, hoping to lay aside the Friday 13th jinx, and win their
sixth meet of the season.
Ohio University, coached by Jack Rhoads, has lost a
large portion of its last year's team and only four lettermen
reported for practice this season.^
This will be the first meet be-

Coach Paul l.amlis' Falcons take to the road again this
week-end, traveling to Westerville to meet Coach Sam Selby 's Otterbein Cards in a game Saturday.
The Falcons will be seeking their fifth conference win
from a team which has won but one conference game while
dropping seven. Otterbein's season record of three wins

up by Ray Kinkaid, a sophomore.
In the free style dash events, Green And White Bring
Fine Record Here On
Rhoads has several outstanding
men.
Heading the group is Al
Saturday
Carlson, a senior. Other good
dush men are Dick Banks and
For the second time this
Ralph Falk, lettermen, while Soph- season the Falcon wrestlers
omore Bill Betz and Junior Bill meet the Ohio University
Smart are the other dash men.
Coach Rhoads' biggest problem Bobcats. This time the Atheis in the backstroke and breast- nians will come here for the
stroke events where he does not match. At the last battle of
possess any real point gainers. In these two teams earlier in
the free style distance events the the season, Ohio University
Ohio U. coach has two good swim- won an easy 31 to 6 victory.
mers in Joe Ferrard and Bob TayThe Bobcats have had a good
lor.
season thus far, being beaten only
twice. They were handed defeats
by the strong Ohio State University team, one of the top teams in
the state this year, and by Franklin and Marshall in an interstate
meet. Besides Bowling Green, the
Coach Joe Glander and his grap- victims of the Bobcat bouncing
plers received their fourth set- have been Akron University, Case,
back of the year last Tuesday as Findlay, Kent State, and Buldwi-ithe Findlay Oilers trimmed their Wallacc. All were beaten by big
scores.
wick by a 27-3 count.
The Brown and Orange grapThe Falcons have suffered defeats from Ohio University, Kent plers also downed Baldwin-WalState, Case, and Findlay thus far lace. Case, however, beat th?m
this season. Their three victories by a score of 22-8. This marks
came at the expense of the To- the Glandermen for a tough batledo YMCA team, whom they de- tle to break into the win column
feated early in the season, and again. In the last match with
Baldwin-Wallace, from whom the Ohio University, the only Falcon
Falcons have wrestled two vic- to take his contest was Bates, who
pinned Bobcat Jim Milliard.
tories.
Coach Thor Olson will place his
The Oilers all but made it a
clean sweep of the meet as they victory hopes in the hands of Jack
won three matches by decisions Browning, Pete Merich, John Kuand three by falls. However, Jack lazenka, Jim Hilliard, Bill Hess,
Wilhelm continued his victorious I'M Parker, Paul Kalivoda, and
form and garnered the Falcons' Freddie Schleicher. Kalivoda Lnd
lone three points as he drew a Schleicher, wrestling in the 175decision over I.alia. Dropping de- pound and the heavyweight classslsions were Stanford, who was es respectively, are two of the
outpointed by Mancuso; Ebenhack regulars in obtaining victories.
This encounter is the next to
to Zuhn; and Bellard to Sheldon.
Kunch was pinned by Hummon; the last meet at home for the FalHackett by Bon i to. and Marshall cons in their first season of intercollegiate wrestling. The next foe
by Gren.
The Glandermen have two re- will be Findlay on February 25.
maining meets on this year's card. After that will be the Interstate
The next meet finds them enter- Tournament at Cleveland and the
taining Ohio University here on NCAA Wrestling meet at MichiSaturday, and the schedule is con- gan State on March 14.
cluded when the Findlay Oilera
trek here for a return meet on Red Cross Courses Most
February 26.
Popular In University
Should the Falcons avenge the
previous defeat handed them at
Enrollment in Red Cross first
Athens, the first meet of the season, they will then be boasting a aid courses at Bowling Green
State
University has reached 186,
.500 record, but should either Ohio
U. or Findlay repeat their vic- the instructor, Joe Glander, said
tories, they will slide considerably today.
The course, moat popular at the
below that standing.
However,
they have already topped last University this semester, has been
year's record of one victory in six divided into three sections. Thirty
one are taking it at 2 p. m. Tuesstarts.
day, 80 at 1 p. m. Thursday, and
Dr. Charlotte Boatner, assistant 75 at 7 p. m. Thursday.
These figures include a dozen
professor of chemistry at Tulane
university, has discovered an al- townspeople, some of whom are
lergy preventive to relieve hay receiving university credit. Students receive one-hour credit.
fever and asthma.

Oiler Matmen Pin
Glandermen, 25-3

—4*and seven losses does not seem too
impressive, however they do boast

Natators Split
a 43-11 victory over Marietta, who
the Falcons 70-64 Friday
With Wittenberg, beat
night.
In their lust game the Cards
Ohio Wesleyan yon
were defeated by Denison. Kenhanded the Cards a 59-51 deDrown Bishops, 45-27;
Drop To Red DevilsBy 45-29 Count
Mike Kith, junior basketaar, is
• till with th« squad, despite rumors
to the contrary. Kith, one of the
Orange
and
Brown's
leading
scorers, dropped 37 points through
the hoop in week-end games.

Landismen Top
Oilers But Lose
Two on Road Trip

Coach Budd Cox and his natators split in two meets over the
week-end. Friday, the Falcons
splushed to a 46-27 victory over
Ohio Wesleyan, and Saturday, they
dropped one to Wittenberg 46-29
in the Lutheran pool.
In winning their sixth win of
the season at Ohio Wcsleyan's expense, the Falcons displayed the
same form that has helped them
prove victorious in all home meets
thus far this season. The Falcons
encountered no severe competition
from the Bishops, winning the
first event and building up their
margin of victory as the meet progressed.
The tune was not quite the same
in the Lutherans' pool Saturiluy
night. Facing u tough meet Coach
Cox was forced to swim two injured men. Gorbey was suffering
serious leg cramps and Holzaepfel
was still carrying the bruises he
received from Friday night's meet
when he piled up on the board in
the diving event.
It was in the free style events
that Bowling Green met its downfall. Had the Falcons came
through with the same times that
they have been displaying in the
past meets the Lutherans would
have met a different brand of
competition from the Falcons.
The next meet on the Falcons'
card finds the natators of Ohio
University trcking here on the
evening of February 13.
Following this event the Brown
and Orange have two meets to
conclude their schedule before they
enter the Ohio Conference championship contest March 6 and 7.
On February 20 the Wooster
Scots are entertained here and on
the following week-end, February
27, the Ball State Teachers College swim here.

feat while Wittenberg ah*
trounced the Selbymen 64-40, am
their games last week.
Coach Selby has built his teas*,
around three veterans, with Senior
Bob Raica leading the squad. The
other two veterans are Dick Rule,
six-foot three-inch center, araf
Malcom Williams, a forward.
The Otterbein coach also has a
large crew of sophomores which
he has used interchangeably during the season. Johnny Schiffler
has been going quite well this season and has led the team in scoring in several games.
In their opening game the Cards
defeated Cedarville 69-25 and thea
handed Fenn a 66-34 defeat. la
tho Capital game the Cards were
snowed under to a 73-47 count
while the Lutherans defeated the
Falcons 70-64 Saturday night.
In a fast game last year the
Falcons managed a 60-45 win
from the Cardinals with Dewey
Johnson hitting the nets for 19
points.

The Brown and Orange shifted
quintet of Bowling Green visited
the courts of three Ohio Conference foes last week but returned
home with only a 64-43 win over
the Findlay Oilers. On their weekend road trip the Landismen fell
to Marietta 70-64, Friday, anil to
Capital's high-stepping Lutherans,
72-64 Saturday evening.
County Cage Meet Here
In their first appearance of the
The twenty-third annual Wood
new semester the Falcons found
County Class B high school bastheir "eye" on the Findlay court
ket hall tourney will get underway
and with Kish and Turner setting
in University gym on February
the pace took a early lead which
19.
stood 28-17 at the rest period.
Twenty-one county schools are
The Brown and Orange continued
entered with Jackson and Webto hold their 11 point margin
ster, last year's finalists, ruling
throughout the concluding period
as the pre-tournament favorites.
and coasted in, with the reserves
The tournament will run Febin the ball game. Roethlesberger
ruary 19, 20, and 21, and then
and Harkness were ejected by the
continue the next week on Febpersonal foul route. Kish tallied
ruary 26, 27, and 28.
14 counters while sophomore Turner hit the nets for 20 points.
Zuercher and Larkins led the
way for the Oil city lads with 16
and 12, respectively.
The Marietta game turned into
a "race horse" affair soon after
THURSDAY ONLY
the opening whistle with the PiThe
Laffsteads are here!
oneers using a very fast-breaking
offense. The half-time score was
36 all. The Ohio River lads pulled
into the lead late in the game to
win their first Conference game.
—with—
Mike Kish. poured 21 points
Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake
through the hoop while Ertley,
Roethlesberger, and Bordner talThursday
Opportunity Club $190
lied double figured points. Skip6:46, Men's Gym.
FRI. - SAT.
ton and Mcister divided 50 of the
Court 1—Beta Gamma vs. ComPioneer's points.
Red Blooded Romance
moners'.
Red Blooded Thrills
At Columbus the Falcons and
Court 2—Three Brothers v».
Lutherans set a conference scor- Paupers.
Moaday
ing record with a total 136 points.
6:46, Men's Gym.
Capital led all the why with KaFive Brothers vs. Delhi.
lish leading the Columbus lads
Coniltnct
Bruc*
7:46, Men's Gym.
In the game with 22 points.
BENNETT
•
CABOT
Commoners' vs. Beta Gamma.
Cariislc and Geist followed with
—plus—
Tuesday
16 apiece. Grtley playing before
Preston Foster in
6:45, Women's Building.
his home town crowd tallied 16
Court 2—Three Bellies vs. YM
while Kish racked up 14. Bee Gee
"Nite of Jan. 16th"
finished the game with only four CA.
Court 3—Locals vs. Smoothies.
MIDNITE SAT. SUN. MON.
men as six were ousted by the
6:46, Men's Gym.
foul route.
Court 1—Speednuts vs. Blitikreigers.
Taylor 'n Turner
Court 2—Commoner House vs.
ROMANTIC DYNAMITE
Three Brothers.
7:46, Women's Building.
Key: (C) Class
loinrr
Court 1—Putnam Cagere vs.
(R) Recreation
TATLOI
Coed or Mixed—both sexes Buckeyes.
Court 2 — Combustioneers vs.
UN
Bruisers.
TURNER
Saturday
Thurtday
Friday
Court 3 — 224 Basketeers vs.
Wooley Cats.
7:45, Men's Gym.
Women (C)
Beta Gamma House vs. Samsonites.
Boy
Men (C)
Women (C)
Scouts (R)

I-M Schedule

"Blondie Goes To
College"

"Wild Bill Hickok
Rides"

TNT

NATATORIUM SCHEDULE

METAL GIFT HEART

1st Nine Weeks—2nd Semecter
1941 - 1942
Effective Feb. 3, 1942, to April 1 1942.

2 lbs. $1.25
Other Mrs. Stevens
heart boxes—

Hour

39c, 60c, $1

Monday

Tueeday

A. M.
9:00

LABEY'S

11:00

Hooray! We're
going to town
for a

P. M.
2:00

Wednetday
Women (C)

10:00

Men
Women (C)
Women (C)

3:00

(C)'

Women (C)

Men (C)

Women (C)

Men

(C)

Men

(C)

Women (C)

'(NOT ..

w

Girl
Scouts (R)

Men (C)
Men (C)

Mixed (B)

Men (C)

Mixed (R)

25c

Varsity Swimming Squad

to

The 3 Mesquiteers in

Every Day

Aquatics 322

Mixed <B)

Swan Club

Mixed (R)

Mixed (R)

Aquatics 322

Swan Club

Swan Club

Swan Club

Men (C)

Coat SUNDAY from 1:48
Your Radio Favorite
on the screen

8:30

COMPLETE
START

STOOTS

/

8:00

to

FBI. - SAT. OKp
Continuous Sat. aa«J*»

"CODE OF THE
OUTLAW"

6:00
7:00

BANG-UP
dinner at

LYRIC

4:00

to

AT 35c

Still Swishing 'emj

Cox's Mermen Entertain
Ohio U. On Friday 13th

Eight Wrestlers
Win Crowns In
the two schools and Coach Falcon Grapplers
Intramural Show tween
Cox is expecting a real battle.
Heading the list of veterans is
Meet Bobcats In
Thrilling Final Matches Harry Kllcrman, a diver. Ellerman is rated as one of the best
Return Contest
Conclude Two-Night
divers in the state and is backed

Mrs. Stevens
Ace of Hearts

LUNCHES

PAGE S
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Mixed (R)

9:00
After March 7, 1942, hours 4:00 to 5:00 Monday through Friday will be reserved for Mixed (R).
M. Budd Cox
Natatorium

VALENTINE
CANDY
AT

PURITY

Mr. District Attorney on

A

BEE GEE NEWS

PAGE 4
ScW.idK.-r. B.Urr i. »toJ
(or its party dalicecie*. When
yo« are planning a party

"SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY
BRIGHAM'S
FLORISTS
174 S. Main St.
PHONE 2931

^.r
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

M.mb.r

F.d.r.1
Sv.t.e.

R...rv.

Bank of
Wood County
Member Federal D.po.k
Imuruct Corp.

Campus Problems
Five Sister Sweetheart
To Be Discussed
Swing Slated For Feb. 14
Jack Elton Brings His As You Like It Music To The
Women's Gymnasium For Valentine Dance;
Nickelodian Scheduled Friday

5c and 10c
Chili

Cheeseburger*

Hot Chocolate

WHITEHOUSE
HAMBURGER SHOP

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE
Hot Chocolate
Soups
Sandwiches
Salads
All Kind of Sundae*
Sodas and Mailed Milk
Pep up with one of our Hot
Fudge Sundaes
15c

Draftee Dance Is
Outstanding Hit

Plays Sonata

Misa Audrey Kenyon Wilder,
dean of women, inaugurated "Junior Month," a program to stimulate the women's program at the
University by sponsoring informal
discussion periods, at a dessert
and coffee party Friday evening
in the Practical Arts Building.

Two

Tho Commoner.' fraternity i.
busy revamping its convocation
program script to comply with the
change of time of the program.
The program had been scheduled
for this morning but the fraternity gave up its time to allow for
the special men's assembly featuring talks by marine officials
Monday. The show has been arranged for this coming Wednesday.
Prof. Williard E. Singer, many
years a faculty sponsor of the
fraternity, has resigned his position in order to devote more time
to his national defense work. Mr.
Singer will be honored by the fraternity by being made an honor
ary member. He will become the
third person to be so honored in
the 16-ycar history of the fraternity.
Plans for rushing are progressing under the leadership of John
Fails and Max Ihrig.
Ruth Meek, M.rjori. Hilt, Joan
Brown,
Dorothy Pohlman, and
Minion Meiickel are Las Amigas
out teaching for two weeks.
Betty Nan Uowdle, Lima, has
returned to school to finish her
dsarttS and is living at the Sorori-

Mary Keller .nd Joan Fulton,
both juniors, have returned to
school this semester and have moved into the Skol House.
Mary is an Education student
from Toledo, and Joan, from Fremont, is in Liberal Arts.

Mi..

Audrey

Kenyon

Wilder,

dean of women, entertained the
University
housemothers
at.
a
luncheon in honor of Mrs. V. M.
Hatfield, new Three Kay housemother, Tuesday.
Places were marked at a decorated table in the faculty room of
the Union for the following people; Mrs. Oscar Farmer, Mrs.
Pauline
Kinkaid,
Mrs.
Thelma
Cook, Mrs. James, Miss Adelaide
Statlcr, Mrs. Herriff, the guest of
honor and the hostess.
Eight Seven-Sist.r. ar. away
practice teaching this week. Mary
Honor Crowley is acting president
in the place of Kuthanna Fridlcy,
and Helen Moser is acting secretary for Dondus Berndt.

Decorations were of a patriotic
nature with a large flag forming
the backdrop for the band. Three
sides of the gym were devoted to
three branches of the service with
large white letters spelling out
mottos and pledges of the Army,
Navy and Marines.
The intermission floor show was
dedicated to the members of the
fraternity that have entered the
services.
Chaperons for the affair included Mr. and Mrs. Elden T. Smith,
Dean and Mrs. R. G. Harshman
and Dr. Charles Barrell.
JAMES PAUL KENNEDY

Sixty-five men attended
the
Delhi fraternity's pledge party at
the house Monday night.
Olin
Fischer was general chairman of
the party committee. Bill McCann,
Ralph Coppler, Ray Wood, and
Robert North also served on the
committee.
Brother Ralph Rotsel surprised
the fraternity by dropping in on

Roger Yaple was general chairman in charge of arrangements.

Two Foreign Students
Enter BG At Semesters
Vladimir Rozko, a native of Poland and a recent resident of
Rossford, O., has enrolled at the
University.
He has no relatives
in the United States.
Another one of the transfer
students is Barry Menagh, sophomore from Ohio Wesleyan University. His home is in Vancouver, British Columbia, and he is
the only Canadian student at
Bowling Green.

leave from the army at Aberdeen
This year's Seven Sister rush Proving Grounds, Maryland, Fricaptain is Dorothy Buck, assisted day.
by Mary Percy.
Two more were added to the
Seven Sir.tcr's engaged list, as
Dondus Berndt and Ruth Baxter
appeared with diamonds.

enjoyed!

the Beta Gamma Upsilon fraternity Draftee Dance Friday evening.

More On Letter
(Continued from page 2)
lius would never have thought
about human life because he was
too busy imbibing in poetic dew
and wondering whether the fairies were going to bring him his
ham and eggs.
The Catos, however, knew that the fairies never
brought along meat and dairy
products.
Night falleth in Rome.
P. T.
Locksealius prepares a review of
Sup.r-Dupor Over Mar. by I. M.
Prognosticus, and, also, he is
busily preparing a criticism of
any Catonic criticism.
"It would
be terrible," he thinks, "if the
Catos should not quote anyone. 1
would have no material for my
next column."
As I said, however, my tale is ended because
night falleth over Rome and P.
T. Locksealius eyes, as he was
looking at the first editions clipped from Saucy Spartan Stori...
FLORENCE SHREVE.

couples

rad and his Sultans of Swing at

The program calls for gatherings each Tuesday and Thursday
during February of a certain number of the junior classwomen until each has had a chance to express her ideas on questions vital
to the life, liberty and the pursuit
Helen
Fashbaugh
is general*,
ty house.
of campus happiness from the
chairman in charge of arrangeLouise
Duffey,
a
freshman feminine viewpoint.
ments. Assisting committee, are:
cheerleader from Fremont, is now
Miss Wilder was aided by Jean
orchestra, Marie Decker and Mary
living at the Sorority house.
Mersereau, WSGA vice-president,
Lou Mauerhan; decoration, Mary
in
the receiving line while MarLast
Friday
evening,
Joan
Lou Shelton, Pat Mcil, Martha
Loudcnslagel, Janet Adams, and Brown sang at the wedding of garet Smith poured. Others that
Arlene
Fisher;
refreshments, Ethel Ashman and Henry Stascar. aided in the project were Virginia
Ethel Zimmerman, Betty Zang- Joan also sang on the University Kurtz, Mary Jane Wilson and
Helen Moser.
lein, and Dorothy Ellen Wright; program over WFIN, Findlay.
programs, E u 1 a I a h Moellman,
Grace Pietschman, and Marianne
Bell; personal decorations, Jean
Ann Goodnight and Marietta
Kcrshner.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bunn
and Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Cox will
be chapcrones. Guests of the sorority will be President and Mrs.
Frank J. Prout, Dr. and Mrs. H.
B. Williams, Mrs. Mooers, Miss
Helen Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Steller, Dean and Mrs. A.
B. Conklin, Miss Audrey Kenyon
Wilder, Mrs. Oscar Farmer, Dr.
and Mrs. W. A. Zaugg, and Mr.
and Mrs. Paul W. Jones.

hundred

Tbi. coupon and 30c presented with order, will cle.n and
pre., pair of pant., .we.t.r
•r ikirt.
Howie Laundry 4V
D.pend.bl. Cleanar*. 166 W.
Wooatar. Good any day.

dancing to the tones of Lou Con-

Valentine's Day is being observed on the campus by the
Five Sister sorority's annual Sweetheart Swing. The valentine theme and prominent couples on the campus will be
featured in the decorations.
Jack Elton and his as-you-like-it music will be on hand
for dancing from 9 to 12 in the Women's Gym.

The WAA Carnival, which was
to be held Friday night, has been
canceled. A nickelodian dance will
probably be substituted, according
to John Bronson, chairman of the
Social Committee.

HAMBURGERS
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When in doubt as
where to EAT make

Coats

Dresses

Large selection of—

Valentine Cards
A card for every purpo.e

Lucien LeLong Perfumes and Colognes,
Curtley and Seaforth
Men's Colognes make
ideal Valentine gifts.

KESSELS
McCallum Hosiery
Sweaters
Blouses
Skirts

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

EAT

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
On any occasion

ICE CREAM is always in good taste ...
and

always

good!

tastes

Serve Harms

Valentine brick.

it the

HARM'S

& iyi

G

For Finer Food

HAROLD'S

ICE CREAM

425 E. Wooster

FLOWER SHOP

r/xsro/v&£/&'wvr-Ctf/f/£%/

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

W. W. MILNOR
&SON
N.

Main at Poe Road
PHONE 12391

If you want to meet a food
"SOLE" so to

TEST PILOT BILL
WARD-rutrd (A*
IK-ui Currt.tr SB2C-1
OtW-tVoinorr for AW
Navy.

CHURCH
West Wooster Street

mey TASTE
GREAT AND

THeA* GOT me
MILDNESS
THAT COUNTS
WITH iMC
TANK TESTER CHARLIE DEWEY-ff. Irtts out
SW Army's new tldi at AbrrJtm proving ground.
Regular DeLuxe Dry
Cleaning Service

Please Her
with

Sweets!

75c

fl

HITMAN'S

Cleaners & Tailors
Arrow Shirt.

Dobb. Hat.

rVc SMOKED
CAMELS FOR
vtARS. THEIR

r

L.

BORA MILDMSSS

IS MOM
WELCOME THAN

Help National D.f.n.e by
returning your uied wire
hanger..

VALENTINE
CANDY
Whitman., Cilb.rU, and Mr..
Stovers Valentine c.ndie. in
decor.ted he*rt.. wai ..tin
covered
and
ribbon
tied.
priced from

25c to $3.50 box

ROGERS BROS.

Application
Photographs
Prompt Service
Reasonably Priced

Ariel Walker
Studio
110 N. Main

Phone 9041

EVER IN TIMES
UKE THESE

I

■ggjtg

TORPEDO-BOAT DESIGNER IRWIN CHASE-fT
Matt art aijjof or cMtf of MM naval SMsfM BUctrlc Boat Co.

1

...Mfwesawve
IN THE ARMY-IN THE NAVY
IN THE MARINES
IN THE COAST GUARD

Actual sales records in Post Exchanges,
Sales Commissaries, Ship's Stores, Ship's
Service Stores, and Canteens show
the favorite cigarette is Camel.
Camel la the favorite cigaretto of civilians.

THE gjgjgj OF SI OWER-BURNIfM CAMUS CONTAINS

28%LESS NICOTINE
tfca. lb. average .1 tfc. 4 attwr largerttsaa, cigar*!.. tMtad - teas tkea
any at than - .icing t. la.iaia.iat scsasnfk tot, sf the i

<=«

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the aveng. of tho 4 other
l.rgcal-e. Ming brand, teated—alower than any of them—
Camel, also give you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

S EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

